M.E.A.D. TAC SHOOTER - CANADA
Duration: 3 days
Cost $1499.00
Schedule: This course is 3 days and is scheduled based on requirements:
Modular Equipment Applications Development, (MEAD): The CORE of this course is to help you choose and use
proper tactical equipment and gear, as well as to understand the design of specific pieces of equipment. Understanding
equipment design will teach you how to utilize it to maximize your firearm training and development. Based on extensive
research of lessons learned events, the course provides the student with hands on training to manage these situations.
We prepare you for the reality that you and your gear may be the difference between life and death.
We also cover tactical medicine, equipment needed, defensive tactics with gear, urban CQB, utilizing dynamic interactive
drills and scenario-based training. With regards to Tac-Med, we focus on life threatening injuries that require fast medical
intervention. We provide the knowledge, skills and confidence so you can deliver medical care in any combat / natural
disaster situation. We emphasize hands-on sessions and realistic scenarios.
M.E.A.D. Tactical Shooting:
Plate carrier/ chest rig setup. Battle belt/ pistol setup. Basic handgun/rifle procedures/drills. Magazines setup. Rifle zeroing
theory and applications. Action vs. Reaction. Understanding the levels & use of force. Field expedient body armor.
Everyday carry tools. Cover & concealment. Multiple target engagements. Evacuation tactics & techniques. 911,
communications, tactics & techniques. Shooting while kneeling. Shooting from the prone position.
Shooting on multiple targets. Shooting from and around cover. Use of barricades for cover/concealment. Shooting while
falling back. Shooting on the move. Support side training with weapons. Tactical / admin reloads. Advanced shooting and
moving. Applications from primary to secondary. Unorthodox shooting positions. Shooting while injured and disoriented.
High stress Tactical Shooter scenarios. Bounding drills and communication. VCQB (Vehicle Close Quarters Battle)
applications.
Tactical Medicine:
OODA Loop. Observe, Orientate, Decide & Act. Surviving the first 15 minutes. Circulation, Airway & Breathing. Equipment
for your medical kit. Our body & circulatory system. Our body & respiratory system. Scene assessment & Triage. Body
assessment & HCAPER. Combat & patient reactions. Hands on equipment usage. Rolled gauze & Combat gauze. Israeli
bandage & "H" bandage. Hemorrhage management. Quik Clot & hemostatic agents. CAT, SOF, SWAT & NATO
tourniquet use. Airway management. OPA & NPA usage. TENSION PNEUMOTHORAX. Open and Closed chest wounds.
Needle decompression examples. IED Burn & Blast Injuries. SHOCK review & treatment. Cervical Spine Injuries and
Immobilization. CPR & Artificial Respiration. Internal injuries & Impaled objects. Musculo-skeletal Injuries and Splinting.
Patient carries & extrication. Carry drills & hot zone carries.
Please be advised that you WILL NOT require a personal carbine/rifle or pistol on this course. Weapons rental will be
included in the cost of the course. The cost of ammunition WILL BE separate.
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